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methods of, 174
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budget, 560
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cost, 713
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Segment mission, 25
Selling and administrative budget, 564
Sensitivity analysis, 629
Sensor, 44
Service company, 79
manufacturers versus, 80
retailers versus, 80
Service department, 812
transfer prices for, 830
Service department cost allocation, 812, 814
illustration, 816
Service improvement, 311
Service organizations, joint costs in, 362
Service quality, characteristics of, 307
Service time, 134
Service transfer prices, 830
advantages of, 830
disadvantages of, 831
Setup costs, 715
Shrinkage, 255
Short-run changes, incremental analysis for, 461
Short-term and long-term variable costs, 145
Short-term financial performance measures, traditional, 866
Shrinkage, 262
Simple interest, 634
Simple regression, 108
Simplex method, 527
Simultaneous (concurrent) engineering, 148
Six-sigma method, 741
Slack variable, 527
Small business cash flow, improving, 371
Society of Management Accountants of Canada, 7, 919
Special order decision, 516
Split-off point, 545
Spoilage
abnormal, 277
determined at final inspection point in production process, 208
determined during production process, 269
generally anticipated on all jobs, 276
in job order costing, 275
specifically identified with a particular job, 276
Spoiled unit, 263
Stages of production, 82
Standard cost card, 386
Standard cost system, 175, 188, 401
development of, 382
journal entries, 398
Standard costing, conversion cost as an element in, 408
Standard costs, 382
job order costing using, 187
process costing with, 225
Standard quantity allowed, 389
Standards, 405
adjusting, 407
changes in usage, 406
expected, 405
ideal, 406
labor, 384
material, 383
overhead, 385
practical, 405
Statement of cash flows, 573, 869
Statement of Position (SOP) 98-2: Accounting for Costs of Activities of Not-for-Profit Organizations and State and Local Governmental Entities That Include Fund Raising, 362/fn
Statements on Management Accounting (SMA)(s), 7
No. 1C: Standards of Biblical Conduct for Management Accountants, 8
No. 2: Management Accounting Terminology, 5/6, 92/6, 601, 672
No. 2C: Accounting for Indirect Production Costs, 96/6
No. 4B: Allocation of Service and Administrative Costs, 95/6, 813, 815
No. 4C: Definition and Measurement of Direct Labor Cost, 90/6
No. 4D: Measuring Entity Performance, 903/fn
Statements, vision and mission, 899
Statistical process control (SPC), 280, 506
Step cost, 86
Step method, 815
allocations, 818
Stock appreciation right, 939
Stock option, 939
Stockout, 717
Strategic alliance, 775
Strategic cost management (SCM), 321
Strategic missions, general, 25
Strategic resource management (SRM), 26